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[Specify the name of organization, division, post, scientific degree, scientific rank and Last name, First name and Middle initials of the member of “The dissertation council” (completely)], [specify the legal work address of the member of “The diss. council”, work phone, work fax, work address of electronical information resource, work address of el. post and other work information of the member of “The dissertation council”]; [specify the legal home address of the member of “The diss. council”, home phone, home fax, home address of electronical information resource, home address of el. post and other home information of the member of “The dissertation council”]

From [specify the post of the head of educational, scientific or other organization-participant, scientific degree, scientific rank, Last name, First name and Middle initials of the head of organization-participant (completely)], [specify the legal address of organization-participant, phone, fax, address of electronic information resource, address of el. post and other information of organization-participant]; the management of “The dissertation council” of “The Saint-Petersburg state university” (“SPbSU”), RF, 198504, Peterhof city, Universitetsky prospect, h. 35 (the st. of underground “Avtovo” and st. of underground “Kirovsky zavod”), WWW: www.spbu.ru, www.apmath.spbu.ru; the person using the right of international defence, the really working author, the head, the executor, the legal owner, the potential patentee of the unique cognitive modelling technology and the scientific direction “Cognitive computer science, cognitive modeling technology for the system and financial analysis” Vetrov Anatoly Nikolaevich, living to the address: RF, 195248, Saint-Petersburg, pr. Energetikov, h. 36, fl. 82, WWW: www.vetrovan.spb.ru (the scientific-educational portal), Email: sioacns@mail.ru, vetrovan@nwgsm.ru, vetrovan80@gmail.ru, Phone: +7(812)222-5291 (home), +7(812)950-2706 (cellular).

The invitation
to the member of “The dissertation council” for the performance 
with the question and (or) scientific report and (or) multimedia-presentation
I ask You to address to the organization-participant [specify the name of organization-participant] and in writing to confirm the desire to take part in “The international action of "The Saint-Petersburg state university" ("SPbSU") on the rights of "The Federal scientific centre of RF" and "The National research university of RF", the author of the unique cognitive modeling technology and the scientific direction "Cognitive computer science, cognitive modeling technology for the system and financial analysis" ("AUT CMT SFA") Vetrov A.N., "The international Higher education academy of sciences" ("IHEAS"), "The Russian academy of (natural) sciences" ("RA(N)S"), "The Administration of Saint-Petersburg city" and "The Government of RF" at support of "The Presidents of RF and the foreign countries" due to means of the budget and interested natural persons and legal entities – the procedure of defence of dissertation in the form of scientific monography "The environment of automated training with properties of adaptation based on cognitive models" on the competition of scientific degree of the candidate of technical sciences on spec. 05.13.01 – "The system analysis, control and information processing" of "AUT CMT SFA" Vetrov A.N. with participation of the national and foreign members of "The dissertation council" of "SPbSU" for (non)residents at the international level with translation through the global network "Internet" and accommodation in "The hotel "Moscow"" ("The group of hotels "Intourist"")” for the performance with the question and (or) scientific report and (or) multimedia-presentation [specify the formulation of question and (or) the name of scientific report and (or) multimedia-presentation of the specified member of “The dissertation council”] in “SPbSU” (RF, Saint-Petersburg city) (“SPbSU”, [specify the basic sciences from the list of sciences] basic sciences, [specify the basic area (branch) from the list of areas (branches)] basic area (branch) and [specify the basic section from the list of sections] basic section in “SPbSU” (RF, Saint-Petersburg city), besides [specify the add. sciences from the list of sciences] add. sciences, [specify the add. area (direction) from the list of areas (directions)] additional area (direction) and [specify the add. section from the list of sections] add. section in “SPbSU” (RF, Saint-Petersburg city) corresponds to branches and sections in “RAS” and directions and sections in “RANS”), in the particular:
1. To confirm the consent to represent himself as the member of “The dissertation council” with the question and (or) scientific report and (or) multimedia-presentation – to issue the package of documents (see the information resources of the organizing committee).
2. To confirm the fact of holding the defined post(s) in “The Saint-Petersburg state university” (RF, Saint-Petersburg city) and (or) in “The Russian academy of (natural) sciences” (RF, Moscow city), and (or) in the other (international) higher educational institution (HEI), and (or) in the other (international) academy of sciences (AS).
3. To confirm the necessity of the granting of the defined place(s) in the sector(s) (electronic) boardroom in “SPbSU” (RF, Saint-Petersburg city) (for the engineer and the expert – 0-1 slide(s) and 0-1 automated workplace – AWP with or without the LAN, with or without the network “Internet” and with or without the special peripheral devices [on the rights of additional (initiative) participant of the meeting of “The diss. council” of “SPbSU”], for the candidate of sciences – 0-2 slide(s), 0-1 AWP with or without the LAN, with or without the network “Internet” and with or without the special peripheral devices [on the rights of additional (initiative) participant of the meeting of “The diss. council” of “SPbSU”], for the doctor of sciences – 0-3 slide(s), 0-2 AWP with or without the LAN, with or without the network “Internet”, with or without the panel of display (or the multimedia-projector), with or without the printer and with or without the special peripheral devices [on the rights of basic (obligatory) participant of the meeting of “The diss. council” of “SPbSU”], for the academician of sciences – 0-4 slide(s), 0-2 AWP with or without the LAN, with or without the network “Internet”, with or without the panel of display (and / or the multimedia-projector), with or without the printer and with or without the special peripheral devices) [on the rights of basic (obligatory) participant of the meeting of “The diss. council” of “SPbSU”].
4. To confirm the necessity of the granting own (1-4 person(s) under the basic contract) or external (1-4 person(s) under the additional contract) attendance personnel under the schedule for each AWP at the performance in “SPbSU” (RF, Saint-Petersburg city) and (or) at the demonstration in “SPbSU” (RF, Saint-Petersburg city) [due to means of organization-participant or member of “The diss. council” of “SPbSU”: personal assistant (assistant) and (or) technical specialist (expert), and (or) translator from the national Russian language on the other national language, and (or) translator from the int. foreign English language on the other national language].
5. To confirm the necessity of the reservation (booking) of place(s) in the number(s) of “The hotel "Moscow"” for the residing himself and one (four) accompanying in Saint-Petersburg city for the period of time of the carrying out of the specified international action [due to means of organization-participant or member of “The diss. council” of “SPbSU”: the residing of member of “The dissertation council” of “SPbSU” and (or) the residing of one (four) accompanying of member of “The diss. council” of “SPbSU”].
6. To confirm the desire of the visiting of buffet table after the meeting of “The dissertation council” of “RF” for himself and one (four) accompanying in Saint-Petersburg city for the period of time of the carrying out of the specified international action.
As the member of “The diss. council” of “SPbSU” it is necessary for You to give the package of documents, the question and (or) scientific report and (or) multimedia-presentation [specify the formulation of question and (or) theme of scientific report and (or) multimedia-presentation] to the organization-participant [specify the name of organization-participant] for the coordination of the performances with the questions and (or) scientific reports and (or) multimedia-presentations in “SPbSU” (RF, Saint-Petersburg city), the accommodation in “The hotel "Moscow"” (“The group of hotels "Intourist"”) at support of me, “SPbSU” (RF, Saint-Petersburg city), “AUT CMT SFA” Vetrov A.N., “IHEAS”, “RA(N)S”, “The Administration of Saint-Petersburg city”, “The Governments of RF and the foreign countries”, “The Presidents of RF and the foreign countries” due to means of the budget and interested natural persons and legal entities.
The package of documents and materials of the question and (or) scientific report and (or) multimedia-presentation should be coordinated with the management of the specified organization-participant, but the start date of the specified international action will be informed in addition.


[Specify the post (the rector, director or other), scientific degree, scientific rank and Last name, First name and Middle initials of the head of organization-participant (completely)]


“[specify the date (number)]” [specify the month] [specify the year].

[specify the signature of the head of organization-participant]

